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60 Reviews 

do not propagate; and I do no_ foresee any reason to suppose 
that they will hesitate to kill when that sufferance is abused." 

She then asks: Couldn't Gharles Manson have made the 
same declaration? Greene hastens to add that the difference 
is, that the men of the "New Rl!public" kill for clear ideas and 
goals, while people like Man$on follow seemingly arbitrary 
impulses. The real issue is tljle motivation of the scientists 
who were experimenting on people like Manson. 

Greene elaborates in some depth on the intertwining 
histories of the following ideas: malthusianism; eugenics; 
"sexual freedom"; drugs that are "consciousness ex
panding"; and Satanism. In the process, she makes two 
very interesting observations; First, the Freudians and the 
Frankfurt School promised that by stripping away bourgeois 
morality and unleashing the �exual revolution, they could 
dramatically reduce tendencies toward criminality and xeno
phobic prejudice; what they have delivered is quite the oppo
site. Second, the dissemination of satanic ideologies and 
satanically influenced manners of thinking is more danger
ous than the organized, cultish form, a warning which one 
hopes will be heeded by sOQIe fundamentalist groups that 
develop a voyeuristic fascination with satanic ritual acts, 
and fail to act against the pervasive influence of satanic 
concepts in the culture around them. 

The author includes an iextensive survey of what is 
known about the CIA drug research and dissemination proj
ects, "Artichoke," "Bluebird;' and the more famous "MK
Ultra." She quotes former CIA director Richard Helms, 
saying in response to a question about what he thinks of 
LSD, "Dynamite." She quotes Harvard researcher and later 
darling of the hippie movement, Timothy Leary, giving 
full credit for all his accomplishments to the CIA. As an 
indication of just how fully witting Leary was and is, the 
following may be recounted: In the early 1980s, as this 
reviewer was organizing for t{le LaRouche movement in the 
Los Angeles International Airport, he was approached by 
Dr. Leary, who said in all seriousness: "Do you have a copy 
of Dope, Inc.? I loaned my qopy to a British oligarch who 
was staying at my house, and he never returned it." 

In the wealth of investigative leads amassed in this book, 
there are a few rather prov<ilcative loose ends which the 
author might have pursued further. One is the issue of the 
degradation of language. Gr�ene mentions a certain Count 
Alfred Korzybski, a Polish semanticist who published his 
key work in 1948, who attracted the interest of leading 
Scientologists and was lauded by Marilyn Ferguson in The 

Aquarian Conspiracy. The, point Korzybski apparently 
wished to make is that European languages have been im
printed with Judeo-Christian culture, and that to overcome 
this pernicious influence, it were necessary to transform 
language from the ground up (Manson was fond of using the 
word "grok," coined by Heinlein in Stranger in a Strange 

Land). However, this issue immediately brings to mind the 
broader issue of the preseI)t-day "political correctness" 
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